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CRU/RAW is an exhibition of the new 
blood of Portuguese product design.

With a selection of various design pro-
jects, individual as well as collective, some 
more rational, other more experimental, we 
bring together testimonials that demon-
strate the diversity of the new generation 
of Portuguese designers.

In this selection, we identified a maxi-
mum common denominator focusing on 
matter and experimentation of materials 
with reverence and respect for their nature 
and structural vocation.

The exhibition reveals a trend of Portu-
guese design to give primacy to matter over 
idea, and to structure versus form. The use 
of materials and the designers’ exploratory 
attitude of their nature is in some cases re-
vealing of the beauty of the unfinished work, 
the raw, the essential element that nature 
offers to man to create his material world.

In addition to this respect for the subject, 
these creators assume that design should 
be a slow-maturing process, infused with 
old techniques – with digital processes in 
the background. 

This exhibition reflects a return to the 
essential creative elements in Portuguese 
product design – its Atlantic condition, ex-
ploring materials that are close by, its rich 
traditional workmanship, and its experi-
enced industry – that are creating innova-
tive products such as these.

the commissioner
sousa santosWELCOME



The Improbable designer.

Filipe’s main source of inspiration for the development of pieces is centered in the exploration and 
analysis of the forms, concepts and aesthetics found in architecture, aiming to transpose to furniture 
an additional value, bringing to the interior of the spaces a dynamic interrelation between architec-
ture, furniture, art and the people’s lives.

The aim is to create a contemporary, timeless object that unites and allows a relationship in 
which all objects in the inhabited space are in harmony and can be seen together and individually.

aroundthetree design
www.aroundthetree.eu

porventura
www.porventura.pt

ALEXANDRE CALDAS

FILIPE VENTURA

PORTUGUESE ROOTS CHAIR
Solid wood walnut

ALTO
Solid american wallnut and rattan high stool 

LOCUST WORKING DESK
Solid wood walnut

RULE
American walnut plywood book case

Berlin-based design duo formed by David Geckeler and Frank Michels. Both designers met during 
their studies and founded their studio in 2013. Since the beginning, the duo is working on designs 
in the field of furniture, tableware, lighting and accessories. Geckeler Michels’ eclectic style matrix 
ranges from german design roots, Berlin playfulness and a self-evident awareness for a global style 
in design aesthetics. Conceptual approaches are being combined with functionalist purity and sim-
plicity in order to form everyday life objects with long lasting quality and appeal.

With over 100 years of existence, we are one of the biggest producers of table cutlery in 
the world, with recognized merits everywhere, with the entire production process taking place 
indoors, adding to the market a distinct philosophy that deeply turns cutlery pieces into fashion 
items for your table.

Based in Caldas das Taipas, Guimarães, north of Portugal, having now the third generation of the 
Marques family at the helm of the direction, we stand up for excellence, creativity and innovation on 
this traditional business in our region.

With a production capacity of more than 140.000 pieces/day, an estimated business volume at 
over five million euros and employing about 130 collaborators, we undertake to ensure the continuity 
of the values that led us along our already long life history.

util
www.thisisutil.com

herdmar
www.herdmar.com

GECKELER MICHELS

HERDMAR

OYSTER
Wood stool

CENTURY
Studio Levien. Cutlery sets. Stainless 
steel 18/10 with PVD coating

LIZZ
Miguel Peixoto. Cutlery sets. Stainless 
steel 18/10 with PVD coating

MALMÖ
Miguel Soeiro. Cutlery sets. Stainless 
steel 18/10 with PVD coating



João Bruno Videira is a self-taught artisan and furniture designer. In 2006, Videira created his own 
brand which reinvents the use of a traditional and excellency raw material in Portugal.

With a graduation in Communication Sciences, he used to work as a TV journalist and as an 
independent video producer, until he found in art and design his new way of expression. He was 
born in Portugal in 1973.

Graduated from ESAD-Cr in 2006, Netto acquired a master in Product Design at ECAL, Lausanne, 
in 2013. In 2014, Netto co-founded From Industrial Design that presented its first collection during 
the Salone Satellite, winning the 1st prize with Volta Lamp. Since then, he worked for a variety of 
brands and institutions such as Cassina (IT), USM (CH), Leucos (IT), Baccarat (FR), AICEP (PT) and 
Vista Alegre (PT). Since 2015, Netto took over the creative direction of UTIL.

joão bruno design
www.joaobrunodesign.com

util
www.thisisutil.com

JOÃO BRUNO VIDEIRA

MANUEL AMARAL NETTO

WOOL STONES
Handmade sculptures that can also work as puffs 
The inside of the structure is made from wool waste and styrofoam

BASSO
Powder coated mini bar

Márcia Brilha was born in Torres Vedras, Portugal, in 1975. She graduated in 1997 at ESAD in Cal-
das Rainha and started her work in ceramic in the same year, working as a grahpic and development 
designer at Val do Sol. Since 2009 she works at S. Bernardo.

Marta Frutuoso was born in Massachusetts, USA, in 1980 and is currently living and working 
in Alcobaça, Portugal. She graduated in 2005 at Faculdade de Belas Artes in Lisbon. From 2006 
to 2007 she worked as a freelance designer for Parish Council in Lisbon. From 2007 to 2010 
Frutuoso worked as graphic/product development designer at ICON Productions and developed 
projects for several renowned magazines and brands. She also worked on the project Portugal 
Arte 2010, a partnership between ICON and Lisbon City Council. She started her work in ceramic 
in 2010 at S. Bernardo.

By focusing on simplicity, Miguel challenges conventional design. Traditional materials are the start-
ing point of each creative process. However, Miguel gives an informal, contemporary yet timeless 
edge to the final product.

His approach of outstanding flexibility, versatility and his capacity to adapt to the final consum-
er’s needs allows endless solutions on different scales, ranging from small individual pieces to large 
interior spaces.

perpétua, pereira 
e almeida s. bernardo

www.s-bernardo.pt

porventura
www.porventura.pt

MÁRCIA BRILHA 
AND MARTA FRUTUOSO

MIGUEL SOEIRO

PURE CLAY
Decorative ceramics

BEE
Solid beech wood and rattan arm chair

TORTA
Solid oak wood and oak plywood desk



Founded in 2015 as a minimalist office supplies brand, mishmash aims to break through the minds 
of every design enthusiast by creating a bunch of disruptive products. 

Portuguese by blood and Scandinavian in spirit is an accurate description of Nuno Rodrigues. Born 
and bred in Porto, the architect founded Metrobox (interior design) in 2004 and Stabörd (product de-
sign) in 2014. He had the honor to be selected as one of the Man of the Year in 2016 by GQ maga- 
zine and interviewed by Forbes and Sportswear International, among others, for being a trendsetter.

mishmash
www.mishmash.pt

stabörd
www.stabord.com

MISHMASH

NUNO RODRIGUES

MISHMASH
Paper notebook, 160 pages, side stitching. Types of 
paper: plain recycled, ruled and colored. Cover: hazel

THE NOTEBOOK FAWN
Paper notebook, 144 pages, side stitching, five tabs 
Types of paper: ruled. Cover: fawn. 185×257 mm

HOLY SILVER SKY BLUE
Paper notebook, 128 pages, side stitching 
Types of paper: plain. Cover: sky blue. 170×240 mm

EASYGOING
Paper notebook, 48 pages, front stitching
Types of paper: plain, recycled. 210×297 mm

LE PETIT CHANDELIER
Matte black chandelier 

Collection of ten glass pieces developed during a two-day workshop residency in Marinha 
Grande, a region known for its glass blowing tradition. The event brought together the process, 
curiosity, and desire to experiment of young designers with the artistry and established know- 
-how of local craftsmen.

Relvão Kellermann develops and creates new products and objects together with its clients by con-
stantly analyzing, researching and solving problems, by discovering new usages and scenarios with 
an eye for new materials/technologies and changes in the current society.

Portuguese born, Rui Alves comes from a family of skilled craftsmen. His father and grandfather 
were cabinetmakers and since his childhood he lives surrounded by tools and materials. Rui studied 
Industrial Design, graduating in 2001. In the same year, he opened his design office based in his 
hometown to undertake projects ranging from furniture to product design. Always paying attention 
to details – almost obsessively – he works intensively to explore materials and processes. Rui has 
a simple and practical design approach to achieve innovative and strong personality products. His 
work has been recognized and selected to be part of numerous exhibitions around the world.

arquivo237 and vicara
www.offportugal.com

util
www.thisisutil.com

menu AS
www.menu.as

OFF PORTUGAL

RELVÃO KELLERMANN

RUI ALVES

GLASS
CMYK jar and glass; Cerne jug; Cor bowl;  
Tube lamp; Savana jug; Poliedro#56 jug;  
Pineless decorative piece; Prisão container;  
Two Tubes and a Wall jugs; White Full jug.
Blown glass with free modeling and molding

DUAL
Glass serving set

TAILOR SOFA
Natural oak, sørensen, dunes leather



Passionate about textiles, fashion and travel lifestyle.
Graduated from CITEX in Textile Design, I first started at Portugal Fashion and Moda Lisboa, as 

backstage responsible.
I started my career in weaving, where I became interested in fabrics and in the tapestry industry, 

where I worked for years. Then, I had a break in the tapestry industry and I worked for several years in 
the fashion industry working with the Asian market for European top brands, developing collections 
and moodboards, and also textile forums for some national and international fairs. Currently, i’m the 
Promostyl agent in Portugal.

I teached Trends Research and Trends Projects at CITEX and weaving in CerciEspinho, a school 
for students with special needs. 

Recently I founded SUGO CORK RUGS®, based on an innovative, patent pending method for 
producing cork rugs, using traditional weaving techniques. This kind of rugs cannot be found any-
where else in the world.

Designer and Art Director, Toni Grilo was born in France in 1979. Graduate by the École Boulle 
in Paris in 2001, he immediately goes to Lisbon, continuing to develop projects in France. At the 
westernmost end of Europe, finding its roots, he discovers a rich industrial and craft country, and is 
obsessed by the beauty of technical processes and materials. After various collaborations, he decides 
to stay permanently in Portugal: he founds in 2005 a first agency, Objection with the designer Elder 
Monteiro, but in 2008 he opens his own studio, creating products, furniture and scenography.

sugo cork rugs
www.sugocorkrugs.com

riluc
www.riluc.com

SUSANA GODINHO

TONI GRILO

BENDITO
Cotton jersey, cork and linen. Rug 70×350 cm

LINE CHAIR
100% stainless steel

GENESIS CUTLERY SET
Silverplated stainless steel

HALO TEAPOT
Silverplated

VIBE TABLE
Stainless steel with titanium coating in black, gold and grey

VICTOIRE TABLE LAMP
Carrara marble

topázio
www.tonigrilo.com

roche-bobois
www.tonigrilo.com

TONI GRILO



aicep Portugal Global
Portuguese Trade and Investment Agency
11 Belgrave Square, London SW1X 8PP – United Kingdom
aicep.london@portugalglobal.pt · P: (+44) 20 7201 6666

Agência para o Investimento e Comércio Externo de Portugal 
Avenida 5 de Outubro, nº 101, 1050-051 Lisboa – Portugal
aicep@portugalglobal.pt · P: (+351) 217 909 500

londondesignfair@portugalglobal.pt
portugalglobal.pt/london-design-fair
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